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Background

• Last few years has seen a rapid increase in adoption of digital onboarding/ KYC 

methods to drive cost and TAT efficiencies across the BFSI landscape; 

• Customers have come to expect a frictionless, seamless, and presence-less 

interaction with institutions and the user experience bar has gone up

• Unfortunately, Supreme Court verdict restricting the use of Aadhaar by Private 

Entities (including Banks, NBFCs, Fintech’s, PPIs, insurers, etc.) for KYC purpose has 

dealt a blow to the modernization initiatives

• Reverting to old methods of paper-based KYC and physical verification will disrupt 

not just the current business flow, but also slow down the onboarding process of 

new customers while simultaneously increasing costs. 



Existing alternatives like eAadhaar, XML KYC, Video ID, 
etc. have inherent challenges

• Cumbersome customer journey– The customer journey is ambiguous and 

cumbersome, causing significant drop-offs, as well as confusion. Furthermore, 

user have to leave the journey context often and complete tedious tasks on their 

own

• Customer education- Alternatives are new, and users feel confused with new 

terminologies. It is impractical to expect a customer to understand the difference 

between eAadhaar and Offline XML

• Regulatory compliance - Regulators like RBI do not view purely algorithmic 

solutions like Video ID/ Face Match as being a true replacement of in-person 

verification (IPV)



Kwik ID’s Presence Less KYC ensures adherence/ 
compliance with SC verdict

✓ Complete process on user's phone/ desktop & 

isolated environment in Client App; similar to payment 

gateway journeys

✓ Aadhaar Number is not stored/ shared with Client or 

externally

✓ Aadhaar data does not enter Think Analytics servers/ 

cloud; no possibility of data storage

✓ Extremely frictionless and fast QR/Aadhaar OCR/ VID 

based pre-fill & instant in-app journey

• Hybrid deployment of IPV & AI based liveliness 

confirmation

Complete in-context Aadhaar based XML journey 



Kwik ID’s Presence Less KYC ensures adherence/ 
compliance with SC verdict

✓ Journey turnaround in seconds

✓ Works across devices - Android, IOS, Windows, Web

✓ UIDAI servers are not pinged by lender/insurer, end 

to end journey is initiated and completed by user - thus 

supporting data privacy

✓ XML based journey not just compliant, encouraged by 

UIDAI

✓ Since data stored on user’s phone, no concern for data 

storage compliance for the Client.

✓ In person verification by AI and Human verification 

combined to provide the best results 

Advantages of Aadhaar XML journey 



Kwik ID’s Presence Less KYC– Full XML Journey in 3 Click

6

Start
1

Input OTP3

Input Aadhaar  

number and captcha2

KYC complete with 

details verification 



Aadhaar XML - Authenticity & Integrity Verification
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To verify authenticity of the generated Aadhaar XML and ensure its integrity, perform the 

following steps:

1. Load the Offline Aadhaar XML file and read all attributes.

2. Load and initialize the public key certificate file (obtainable from here)

3. Get the signature element from the Offline XML (named "s").

4. Remove the "s" named element from the original XML.

5. Calculate the signature for the above generated XML with the public key certificate and 

with SHA256withRSA cipher strategy.

6. Verify this computed signature against the signature extracted earlier from the Offline 

Aadhaar XML document. 

Reference: https://uidai.gov.in/ecosystem/authentication-devices-documents/about-aadhaar-paperless-offline-e-kyc.html

Sample Code: https://uidai.gov.in/ecosystem/authentication-devices-documents/developer-section/915-developer-section/tutorial-section.html

https://uidai.gov.in/images/uidai_offline_publickey_26022019.cer
https://uidai.gov.in/ecosystem/authentication-devices-documents/developer-section/915-developer-section/tutorial-section.html
https://uidai.gov.in/ecosystem/authentication-devices-documents/developer-section/915-developer-section/tutorial-section.html


Aadhaar XML - Email & Mobile Verification
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Reference: https://uidai.gov.in/ecosystem/authentication-devices-documents/about-aadhaar-paperless-offline-e-kyc.html

To verify authenticity of the Email ID and Mobile number, perform the following steps:

1. Email ID and Mobile Number in the Offline XML are hashed in a specified manner (refer 

below). 

2. The Email and Mobile Number provided by the customer are to be hashed and 

compared with the value from the Offline XML

3. If the values match, Email and Mobile Number are successfully verified.

Email ID Mobile Number

https://uidai.gov.in/ecosystem/authentication-devices-documents/about-aadhaar-paperless-offline-e-kyc.html


Manual IPV with live video stream
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Live video stream

1. Aadhaar photo matched against live video stream

2. Manual mode to allow for human intervention.

KwikID BPO InterfaceKwikID Mobile Interface



AI based Liveliness detection

1. Photo matched against video stream

2. Liveliness detection with live action commands
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